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About This Game

Save the world from being covered in excrement!
If you love dealing with everyday inconveniences, ridiculous situations, and having no toilet paper, then this game is for you.

Tons of adventure and excitement in this 25 hour long quest. Explore the world, defeat enemies and solve puzzles!

We got a good amount of hate because (1. RPG Maker) and (2. Poop jokes). With that said:
Before you criticize, AT LEAST play the free 3 chapter demo!

Set out on a somewhat meaningless epic adventure! Four friends (well 2 are friends, 2 are randoms) with stereotypical elemental
powers find out what it means to have their toilet paper stolen. They set out for revenge on a mysterious villain

(OOOoooOOOooohhhh.....) who causes this immense inconvenience. Prepare yourself for a full day's worth of excitement
(disclaimer: please don't play for a whole day in one sitting)!

Turn based adventure/RPG
300+ maps

25 hours of gameplay (and that's if you know exactly what to do and where to go)
4 playable characters (already mentioned; see above)

21 weapons, and even more items including a few stat boosters
119 enemies (that you will inevitably hate)
All your typical adventure game locations

Elemental superpowers (with that slight twist of course)
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Full game is over 500MB (lots of graphics and music, all free for commercial use)

2.5 years in development. Started in September 2013 in RPG Maker VX Ace, and COMPLETELY REDONE in RPG Maker
MV. Finished in 2016.

CONTROLS:
Standard RPG Maker control setup

Action/Cancel: Z, X
Move: Arrow Keys

Run: Hold Shift
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Title: The Unclogging: An Unsanitary Saga
Genre: RPG
Developer:
DLHB Studios
Publisher:
DLHB Studios
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Dead game, at least the servers are up.

Sadly though, the game is trash.

Into the trash. With the lack of updates it's really hard to recommend this game. If it ever picks up in the future, maybe, but for
now you should probably pass on this one.. Looks great, have been waiting for this for a while :D. OK - let's get the most
obvious thing out of the way at the start -

YES - this game is essentially a DEEP SPACE WAIFU clone.
NO - it is not identical and does have some different qualities that make it worth owning.

The one thing that probably stands out the most is the art style - it is drastically different (and many would say, higher quality)
than DSW. While DSW purposefully tries not to take itself seriously, the art in 7SS is worth the price of admission.

Gameplay is not as fast or varied as it is in DSW, and there is a distinct reduction in the number of weapons available.
Essentially this is a more classic shooter power-up system, like Raiden Trad - collect powerups, make your weapon spread
bigger. That's it.

The writing is pretty terrible and cringe-worthy, but makes up very little of the game. Unlike DSW, where the dialog is meant to
be tongue-in-cheek and humorous, 7SS tries too hard. It also doesn't help that English doesn't seem to be the dev's first
language, and some grammatical errors stand out.

In regards to difficulty - there isn't much to speak of. Much like DSW, the difficulty tends to be a result of cheap-shots from
enemies suddenly charging from off-screen. The boss fights are certainly much more involved than the stage clearing, but none
of them are difficult if you have any real classic side-scrolling experience. I suspect some complaints stem from players coming
over from DSW, where you're handed 10 lives as default while 7SS provides 3 and no option to add others.

Control is tight and fluid via a PS4 controller, nothing to complain about.

Music tracks are minimal but suit the game fine.

In short, this is certainly worth the 2 dollar entry fee, or less if it's on sale. Unlocking every stage requires a bit of work, but
there isn't really all that much content. DSW gets away with this by pushing a new game every few months for a similar price..
This game is great. It should only get better. Every time I play it it feels different. Has to be one of the best of this genre. The
only thing is the difficulty is severe, but it's a roguelike so expected. Now that I have many hours in (because I can't put it
down), I realised the whole process is learning how to utilise all the variable this game offers. It takes time to learn, and is a hell
of a lot of fun to do so. I finally got to the final boss only to die immediately. I was not mad, just determined to beat him next
time, which I did. Anyone who has rated this with a thumbs down usually did so without taking all this in consideration. I
personally think this will be better than Spire, if not already once they tweak the game a bit.. I loved the Quest for Glory games.
This does a pretty good job recreating the same style. It doesn't have quite the same depth, tho. No day and night cycle from
what I can tell, and character stats are limited - No more climbing a tree until you're exhausted to build up your skills and then
sneaking back into town to sleep for the night. Instead you level up and get points and i'm already bored. It doesnt look like you
can accidentally kill yourself in irresponsible ways either, which is too bad. But, where QFG had different skills to master and
use to solve puzzles in different ways (and classes, but they were pretty fluid), Mage's makes you choose from four magic types,
which I'm guessing will give it a similar kind of replay value.

True some of the voice acting could be better. The main character, "of arc", particularly is a little weak, which is unfortunate
since he has something to say about pretty much everything you click. But most of the characters are done better, and that it's
voiced at all is a good thing.

The art work is good, especially the character art. The dialog doesn't feel awkward or out of place. It's doing its own thing a little
bit, but so far looks like a pretty ok throwback to QFG. That anyone's trying means I have to support them.
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Recommended to me by one of my Twitch Viewers. I'm so glad they convinced me. It has an incredible movement system and a
simple and strong aesthetic. The soundtrack is a perfect match to the visuals of the game as well. I've ran into a few parts that
were difficult to pass, but the satisfaction of smoothly beating the level makes it worth it. Please give it a try.. UPDATE 2****

It has been 8 hours. I have been flamed multiple times by fans for daring to leave a negative review. Surely, their animosity is
most fierce and will convince me to change my opinion.

FEAR NOT! For I have held firm after another 2 hours of slogging through this title. "But the other reviewers like it SO
MUCH," I kept telling myself, "Surely, it will get better." Alas, it has not. Surely, this warrants further investigation.

The Art Direction is pretty stellar for a VN and there's only a dozen or so awkwardly proportioned splashes where character's
heads seem to jut forward off their necks. A lot of the poses you encounter through out the game you will see in the first
Chapter, although new costumes are added and swapped about--you see the full run of their emotions pretty quickly, so there's
nothing new to surprise you later.

The Music drives me batty. It was great for the first few minutes of listening, but the songs are set for almost an entire scene and
will loop for the entire 30-45 minutes it takes you to read through it. I muted it and played my own playlist.

The partial Voice Acting is SUPERB. Each of the VA's are top knotch and I'm honestly surprised by the sound quality.
Definitely the high light of this title.

The Writing...the real meat of VNs... Was mediocre. They openly recycle and explore a lot of tropes, yes, and the real
interesting part is when they explore the depths of those tropes. But they are still tropes. None of their characters bring anything
new their trope. You can even tell from what Anime or manga each of the characters are based off, so the game becomes a
living embodiment of the thing it ATTEMPTS to critique: fan service in an industry. Every Trope is forced into a trope-filled
scenario that usually accompanies that character's type, and they respond pretty much how you expect. There is no variation to
the plot that is enacted by you, the Reader/Player for over SIX HOURS, so this VN takes a swift turn out of interactive and
straight into a, "Our writers were too lazy to write engaging and dynamic plots so sit back and click away." I can read a full
length romance novel in that same time period and get five times as much smutty plot satisfaction.

While the girls are engaging and pretty funny to watch interact with eachother, their interactions wth you as the Producer are
boring. Scene after scene of repeating similar dialogue, or stressing the same plot point over and over again, does not make an
interesting read. I counted the girls of Starnova discussing who would be Center over a DOZEN TIMES in an hour of game
play. I don't know how the writers could have dragged that plot out any longer. Occasionally the Producer tries to act like he
legitimately has any of the girl's best interest in mind, but when it comes time to actually do something he's scripted as a passive
observer and gets all the credit for being so swell and doing nothing--but he'll pick up the pieces after! There was even one scene
where he repeatedly told a character he would not do X, Y, or Z to take advantage of them...and then he takes advantage when
she offers anyway. This happened multiple times and broke the "good guy" perspective for me.

This title legitimately has some great moments and I can understand the appeal. But for 8 hours of time I would have expected a
lot more plot development rather than the stretched out thing that it is. This game can't decide if it wants to be a dating sim, a
slice of life visual novel, fan service, or a statement on the entertainment industry and it shows. The fact that their fanbase
misses the mark ENTIRELY on the messaging this game tries to portray is also LAUGHABLY obvious based on the amount
and content of the harassment I've been receiving over what originally was a light hearted negative review.

But now my wall of text is longer than the other reviews so I must've gotten it right somewhere!

***UPDATE***

SIX HOURS OF DIALOGUE UNTIL I COULD PICK MY WAIFU?!@

_____________
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Three hours in. I have yet to make a single selectin or decision.

THREE HOURS OF STRAIGHT DIALOG DUMPING.

I want to like it so badly but THREE HOURS of set up and not a single option for me to make? Literally sat here with my
mouse clicking through dialog for three hours?!. I started to play, i was playing already on cracked version but now when it is
for 5$ i bought it :D This game is perfect for wrestling fans. I really enjoy and recommend it to all of you reading this :D. This
Far Harbor is very fun, I lost time playing Far Harbor and really enjoyed the time spent on it. I recommend Far Harbor solid
9\/10. has 5k support.. Great Tower defense game with nice graphics, good upgrade system of towers (levels upgrades ingame,
permanent improvement between levels) and funny artwork between sections.

The funny part about this game is that you need a new strategy for almost every round. You have to think a lot about timing,
tower placement and towers/weapons/upgrades to use. Some rounds seem to be impossible at first until you figured out how to
deal with it. Can be frustrating but you are having a blast when you finally beat it :)

The game is very polished, has nice graphics and I haven't noticed any bugs.

It offers around 24h of game play to get through the 35 rounds.

The game looks decent and is fun to play. While it starts very easy the difficulty rises up to the point that you get completely
stuck and cannot continue. The difficulty of the later levels can only be overcome by grinding skill points and the only way to do
that is repeating earlier levels again and again and again.

5,5/10 Points. I feel very lucky to have found this: I installed it and promptly lost the rest of my Sunday to playing it :)

It may take a while to figure out what the moving parts are and how to fit them together, let alone find your groove, but if you
read some of the forums/guides, play a lot of missions (both ground-pounding and the crossed-swords ones), start your station's
industries/economy, and throw away TONS of useless character "upgrades" you can have a lot of fun with this game!. Tower of
lust is an ordinary retro-platformer styled game. I found the experience boring and barely worth the ~50 cents I paid for it.

There isn't much to be said about this title; You get what you pay for here. It has some simple implementations of item
shop/different weapons/leveling up, none of which seems to really impact the experience in any meaningful way. Weapon reach
seems to be the only real consideration among the options. Sharing of mana for fireball abilities some weapons have and the
jump mechaninc is frustrating.

More fun to be had elsewhere, and for free...
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